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Efficient electrocatalytic CO2 reduction on a
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1

Electrochemical CO2 reduction is a critical approach to reducing the globally accelerating CO2 emission and generating valueadded products. Despite great efforts to optimize catalyst activity and selectivity, facilitating the catalyst accessibility to high
CO2 concentrations while maintaining electrode durability remains a significant challenge. Here, we designed a catalytic system
that mimics the alveolus structure in mammalian lungs with high gas permeability but very low water diffusibility, enabling an
array of three-phase catalytic interfaces. Flexible, hydrophobic, nanoporous polyethylene membranes with high gas permeability were used to enable efficient CO2 access and a high local alkalinity on the catalyst surface at different CO2 flow rates. Such
an alveolus-mimicking structure generates a high CO production Faradaic efficiency of 92% and excellent geometric current
densities of CO production (25.5 mA cm−2) at −0.6 V versus the reversible hydrogen electrode, with a very thin catalyst thickness of 20−80 nm.

T

he electrochemical carbon dioxide reduction reaction
(CO2RR) has attracted great research interest as a carbon
neutral route for a renewable energy future1–3. Competing
with the dominant electrochemical water reduction to H2 in aqueous solutions—also known as the hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER)4—the multi-proton and multi-electron CO2RR pathways
are kinetically sluggish and require excessive reducing potentials5.
Substantial efforts have been invested in developing heterogeneous
electrocatalysts with enhanced CO2RR activities, including metals6–9 (for example, Au, Cu, Ag, Pd and Sn), metal oxides10,11 and
chalcogenides12, and carbon-based materials13, particularly focusing on the optimization of their catalytic performances by tailoring
particle morphology14,15, size16, thickness17, grain-boundary6,18 and
defect density19–21.
In contrast, the accessibility of the catalyst to high concentrations
of CO2 molecules is critical, but generally deficient. The challenge
is that the ratio of CO2 to H2O molecules in an aqueous solution
is only ~1:1,300 at 1 atm pressure. Increasing the CO2 concentration by increasing the pressure has a limited effect and introduces a
non-trivial constraint for practical applications. Gas diffusion layers
(GDLs)—typically formed from polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)treated porous carbon membranes—are widely applied to enhance
gas transport to the electrochemical interface, such as that in fuel
cells22 and CO2 electrocatalysis23,24. However, excessive electrolyte
contact over extended use tends to reduce the hydrophobicity of a
GDL, which is known as flooding, thus hindering the mass transport and resulting in poor durability and degradation25–29. Alkaline
metal ion-mediated adsorption was explored to increase the CO2
concentration at the catalyst surface, but the effect was limited by
solubility of the relevant salts30. High pH electrolytes were reported
to achieve higher current densities than those in close-to-neutral
pH electrolytes (for example, 0.5 M KHCO3)23, whereas the high
alkalinity inevitably results in a significant reaction with CO2,
thus requiring a constant flow of the high-alkaline electrolyte to

compensate for the reaction loss (Supplementary Fig. 1a)31–34.
Recently, a high local electric field at gold nanotips was shown to
enhance local CO2 concentrations35, resulting in a high current density of conversion to CO (1.1 mA cm−2, based on the electrochemical active surface area (ECSA)) with excellent selectivity, which
indicates the importance of the catalyst’s access to the high CO2
concentration. Above all, we believe that significant opportunities
exist for redesigning electrode structures to directly deliver high
concentrations of gas phase CO2 molecules to the catalyst surface
with minimum alkaline consumption, which requires the efficient
three-phase contact of CO2 (gas), H2O (liquid) and catalyst (solid)
for the electrochemical CO2RR.
Thus, we propose a design strategy that mimics a mammalian
lung—an efficient biological system for delivering O2 from the air
outside the human body to the blood stream. The alveolus—the
most basic unit of a mammalian lung (Fig. 1a, left)—is an evolutionarily engineered compartment of around 200 μm in diameter enclosed by several ultrathin epithelial cellular membranes
(~1 μm thick) with high gas permeability but very low water diffusibility36,37. O2 is transported by gas flow during the inhalation
process from macroscopic tubes (bronchioles) into microscopic
alveoli. During human pulmonary circulation, gases can rapidly
penetrate these multilayered membranes to be exchanged between
the alveoli and blood capillaries, while liquids stay separated
(Fig. 1a, right). Haemoglobin proteins in the red blood cells function as catalysts by capturing and binding with O2. CO2 released
from the blood to outside the body follows the opposite path.
Essentially, a lung is a sophisticated system engineered by nature
that consists of bicontinuous interpenetrating networks of gas and
liquid phases separated by a thin, gas-permeable, but waterproof
membrane with enzyme catalysts in the blood capillaries at very
short distances from the membrane.
Based on the working mechanism of the alveolus, we developed a bilayer pouch-type artificial alveolus structure (Fig. 1b–f),
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Fig. 1 | Schematics of the artificial lung-inspired Au/PE catalyst system for efficient electrocatalytic CO2 reduction. a, Illustrations of the human lung,
alveoli and CO2/O2 exchange in pulmonary circulation. b, Schematic of a flat Au/PE membrane prepared by sputtering a layer of gold nanoparticles on
one side of the polyethylene membrane surface. c, Schematic of rolling a piece of flat Au/PE membrane into a bilayer structure. The bottom and top
edges of the rolled Au/PE membrane are further sealed to form a closed pouch-type structure mimicking a human alveolus. d, Cross-section illustration
of a bilayer pouch-type Au/PE structure, where CO2 gas is delivered to the central compartment that is separated from the external electrolyte by the
water-impenetrable nanoPE membrane. e, More detailed image (dashed line in d) of the bilayer structure consisting of the inner gaseous CO2 (brown),
high-alkalinity interlayer electrolyte (green) and low-alkalinity bulk electrolyte (blue). Ions in the electrolyte are transferred through pinholes on the outer
polyethylene membrane. f, More detailed image (dotted line in e) of the three-phase interface between the Au/H2O/CO2.

which is constructed from a highly flexible nanoporous polyethylene (nanoPE) membrane sputtered with a layer of gold nanocatalyst on one side. With the hydrophobic property of nanoPE, this
artificial alveolus structure can offer a large number of catalytic
active sites at the three-phase interface and achieve local pH tuning
in the pouch. Benefiting from this design for the electrochemical
CO2RR, an excellent Faradaic efficiency to CO production (FECO)
of ~92% and a high geometric current density for CO production
of ~25.5 mA cm−2 were achieved for the electrochemical CO2RR
at −0.6 V versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE).

Results

Fabrication and characterization of the electrode. To fabricate the
bilayer pouch-type artificial alveolus structure, gold nanoparticles
~20 nm in size were first deposited onto one side of a 12-μm-thick

flexible, hydrophobic nanoPE membrane (designated as flat Au/
PE; Fig. 1b) by magnetron sputtering (characterized by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) in Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 2,
and X-ray diffraction in Supplementary Fig. 3; see Methods).
Such nanoPE can be mass-produced in a roll-to-roll fashion at
an extremely low cost (~US$1 per m2)38 and features interconnected fibres with a collection of pore radius sizes ranging from
40 to 500 nm (Fig. 2a). The hydrophobic and nanoporous nature
of nanoPE makes it impermeable to water but allows gas diffusion.
Gold was chosen as a model catalyst as it can catalyse the electrochemical reduction of CO2 to CO (ref. 17). To mimic the closed
alveolus with bronchioles for gas transport in and out of a mammalian lung, the flat Au/PE membrane was then rolled (Fig. 1c) and
sealed to form a single-layered (Supplementary Fig. 1b) or bilayer
pouch-type structure (Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 1c). In the
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Fig. 2 | Structural characterizations and electrocatalytic CO2 reduction performances of the Au/PE membranes. a, SEM image and (inset) photograph
of a pristine nanoPE membrane. b, SEM image of a gold-coated polyethylene membrane. c, Critical burst-through pressure for a carbon-based GDL as a
function of its pore radius. Inset: SEM image of the carbon-based GDL. d, Critical burst-through pressure for the nanoPE membrane as a function of its
pore radius, r. Inset: schematic of the liquid–vapour interface advancing inside the pore with an advancing contact angle θa greater than 90°. e, Energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy mapping of the cross-section of an Au/PE membrane after a 24 h electrochemical test in a K+-containing electrolyte. The
high-density dotted area (between the two marked white dashed lines) shows the location of the gold and potassium elements. The sparsely distributed
dots are noise signals. f, LSV curves of a bilayer pouch-type Au/PE membrane (red curve), flat Au/C (purple curve) and flat Au/Si (yellow curve) in
CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3. g, Faradaic efficiencies of CO (red curve) and H2 production (black curve) by a bilayer pouch-type Au/PE. The error bars
represent the standard deviation of three independent samples. h,i, Geometric (h) and normalized (i) current densities of CO production for a bilayer
pouch-type Au/PE (red stars), flat Au/C (purple circles) and flat Au/Si (yellow diamonds). j, Activity of various CO2 reduction catalysts based on the
partial current densities for CO production at variable potentials. Data were derived from refs 8,10,17,18,23,35,48.

bilayer pouch-type structure, the central sealed compartment was
separated from the external electrolyte by the water-impenetrable
nanoPE membrane and connected to one inlet for CO2 to flow in,
from which CO2 can diffuse into the pores of the nanoPE membrane and subsequently throughout the whole nanoporous framework. To enable ion exchange between the interlayer electrolyte and
Nature Catalysis | www.nature.com/natcatal

external bulk electrolyte, several pinholes with ~300 μm diameters
were punched on the outer layer (Fig. 1e). The detailed fabrication
process and experimental set-up are displayed in the Methods and
Supplementary Fig. 4. Due to the internal pressure induced by CO2
in an enclosed environment, and the strongly hydrophobic and
nanoporous structure of nanoPE, the electrolyte can wet the gold

Articles
catalyst surface but not the polyethylene or nanopores, which allows
CO2 gas to diffuse in the plane of the nanoPE membrane to make
contact with the gold and water directly, forming an array of robust
and efficient three-phase contact interfaces between the gold, H2O
and CO2 for the CO2RR (Fig. 1f). In contrast, a conventional flat
structure surrounded by the electrolyte can only utilize the CO2 dissolved in the electrolyte, which results in insufficient three-phase
contact interfaces and subsequently lower activity and selectivity
(Supplementary Fig. 1d). For comparison, we also prepared gold
deposited on the PTFE-coated carbon paper (Toray TGP-H-060)
and the silicon wafer (designated as Au/C and Au/Si, respectively)
using the same sputtering method, and their surface morphologies
were also characterized by SEM (Supplementary Fig. 5a–d).
Calculations of the anti-flooding capability of the electrode.
To illustrate the robustness of our Au/PE membrane in maintaining the three-phase contact in an aqueous solution, a theoretical
model was first applied to calculate the gas–liquid–solid threephase contact line position of the Au/PE membrane compared
with gold on the PTFE-coated porous carbon typically used for the
GDL (Supplementary Note 1). For a carbon-based GDL, the critical burst-through pressure was calculated as ~0.88 kPa for its largest
pore radius of ~85 μm (Fig. 2c). This relatively low burst-through
pressure is consistent with the previous observation of water flooding of the GDLs29,39,40, which may be due to the relatively larger pore
size25, carbon corrosion41 and the imperfect PTFE coating26,29,42,43.
In contrast, the nanoPE membrane presents a homogeneous surface composition and much smaller pore sizes. The critical burstthrough pressure of the nanoPE was calculated as ~37 kPa (about
42 times higher than that of a GDL), even for its largest pore radius
size of 500 nm (Fig. 2d and inset), which indicates that liquid does
not flood the nanoPE membrane.
In addition, the contact angle measurements were conducted
to compare the hydrophobicity change of the Au/PE membrane
and Au/carbon-based GDL after 24 h of continuous electrochemical testing under −1.0 V using an electrochemical reactor developed in previous work44. The contact angle on the gas phase side
of the Au/carbon-based GDL significantly decreased from 148 to
119° (Supplementary Fig. 6a,b), whereas the contact angle on the
gas phase side of the nanoPE underwent a much smaller change
(decreasing from 109 to 105°; Supplementary Fig. 6c,d), indicating that the Au/PE membrane is much more stable than the Au/
carbon-based GDL. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy mapping
characterization of the Au/PE membrane after 24 h of electrochemical testing in a K+-containing electrolyte showed that the electrolyte
can only wet the same depth as the gold layer thickness for the Au/
PE (Fig. 2e), whereas K+ penetrates through the Au/carbon-based
GDL under similar conditions (Supplementary Fig. 7), further
confirming the robustness of the Au/PE three-phase interface after
long-term use. Moreover, due to its ultrathin thickness (12 μm;
cross-section SEM in Supplementary Fig. 8a), the nanoPE is superflexible and can be rolled to form single- or bi-layered pouch-type
structures with a bending diameter even less than 1 mm without
cracking (Supplementary Fig. 8b), significantly surpassing the thinnest flexible commercial carbon-based GDL with a thickness of
~300 μm (Supplementary Fig. 8c,d).
Electrocatalytic performances. The electrochemical CO2 reduction activities of Au/PE membranes were investigated in an H-type
electrochemical cell45 separated by a selemion anion exchange
membrane with CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 as the electrolyte
(Methods). Au/C and Au/Si deposited with a similar thickness of
gold were also tested for comparison. Linear sweep voltammetry
(LSV) curves showed that the bilayer Au/PE membrane exhibits
the best performance among these samples (Fig. 2f). As the initially
stabilized current density varied slightly due to capacitive current,
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the onset potential was defined as the potential at which the current density was 0.2 mA cm−2 higher than the initially stabilized current density of each sample in our work. In this work, the potentials
reported are all converted into RHE. The onset potentials and overpotentials for the bilayer Au/PE, flat Au/C and flat Au/Si electrodes
are listed in Supplementary Table 1. The bilayer Au/PE membrane
exhibited the lowest onset potential of −0.27 V (corresponding to
160 mV overpotential for CO2/CO) and the highest total geometric
current densities (jtot) at different applied potentials. For instance,
at −0.6 V, the jtot values of Au/PE, Au/C and Au/Si were −26.6, −2.7
and −0.6 mA cm−2, respectively.
The electrochemical reduction products were then examined by
applying several fixed potentials between −0.3 and −1.0 V, during
which the gas products were periodically sampled and quantified
by on-line gas chromatography. In our system, CO and H2 were the
two dominant products, together with an overall Faradaic efficiency
larger than 95%. More importantly, the bilayer Au/PE membrane
exhibited much higher Faradaic efficiencies for CO2 reduction to
CO than H2 generation in the whole voltage range from −0.4 to
−1.0 V, with the highest FECO value of ~92% at −0.6 V (Fig. 2g). In
contrast, Au/C and Au/Si showed substantially higher Faradaic efficiencies for H2 generation and lower FECO values of <60% and <20%,
respectively, in the whole voltage window tested (Supplementary
Fig. 9). In addition, at a fixed layer spacing of 1 mm, the FECO values
at −0.6 V of different layered Au/PE samples were compared. FECO
first increased with increasing layer numbers from a flat membrane
to a bilayer pouch with a peak value of ~92%. It then decreased to a
tri-layered pouch (Supplementary Fig. 10).
The CO2 reduction activities of different catalysts were further
examined with respect to their geometric surface areas (that is,
geometric jCO; Fig. 2h) and ECSAs (that is, normalized jCO; Fig. 2i).
The ECSAs were measured by an oxygen monolayer chemisorption
method46,47, and the electrochemical roughness factors (defined as
the ratio between the ECSA and geometric surface area) of these
catalysts were calculated (Supplementary Fig. 11 and Supplementary
Table 2)35. The bilayer Au/PE presented the highest CO production
reactivity in both geometric jCO and normalized jCO values compared with those of Au/C and Au/Si, indicating a much higher catalytic activity per electrochemically reactive site. To show that CO2
is indeed efficiently transported through, and in the plane of the
polyethylene membrane, we compared the activity and selectivity of
the flat structure, single-layered structure and bilayer with only the
outer layer coated structure (designated as the bilayer-outer layer
coating) (Supplementary Fig. 12). Both the single-layered structure
and bilayer-outer layer coating clearly showed enhanced current
densities and FECO values compared with those of the flat structure.
Our data indicate that the polyethylene membrane can efficiently
enhance the mass transport of a gaseous CO2 feed towards the
electrocatalyst surface.
To emphasize the significance of our alveolus-inspired catalyst
design for CO2 access and reduction, the CO2RR current density
normalized by the geometric surface area (that is, geometric jCO)
of the bilayer Au/PE membrane was further plotted, along with the
results from recent representative literature8,10,17,18,23,35,48 (Fig. 2j). Our
current density represents one of the highest values reported to date
using an H-cell electrochemical set-up48, which is highly remarkable given the ultrathin catalyst loading (Supplementary Table 3;
all tested in 0.5 M KHCO3). This comparison can be further highlighted by plotting the saturated normalized current densities with
different catalyst layer thicknesses in the literature (Supplementary
Fig. 13). Considering the total gold thickness on a bilayer polyethylene membrane, the gold catalyst loading was 0.154 mg cm−2, which
was about 8–10% of the average loadings in other works (typically
1−2 mg cm−2). The thickness of the porous catalyst layer used in
GDL-based electrodes is even larger and typically in the range of
5−20 μm (ref. 49). Despite the much thinner thickness of the gold
Nature Catalysis | www.nature.com/natcatal
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Fig. 3 | Electrocatalytic performances under different CO2 flow rates. a–c, LSV curves (a), time-dependent total current densities at –0.6 V (b) and
corresponding Faradaic efficiencies (c) of a bilayer pouch-type Au/PE membrane under different CO2 flow rates. The error bars in c represent the standard
deviation of three independent samples. d, Time-dependent total current density at –0.6 V and FECO of a bilayer pouch-type Au/PE membrane.

catalyst (that is, 20−80 nm in this work versus several μm in other
work), our bilayer Au/PE achieves a high saturated normalized current density of 1.0 mA cm−2 at −0.8 V, which exceeds that of most
other catalysts with much larger catalyst thicknesses and is comparable to the record performances of gold nanoneedles with ~100×
greater thicknesses35 (Supplementary Fig. 13). This exceptional
performance indicates that the improved access of the catalyst to
CO2 through increased CO2 permeability of the alveolus-mimicking
Au/PE leads to higher intrinsic CO2RR activities.
The distinctive feature of the high CO2 permeability across Au/
PE membranes was further demonstrated by measuring electrocatalysis at different CO2 gas flow rates. Normally, an increase of the
CO2 concentration around the catalyst surface leads to an increase
of both the CO2RR conversion yield and selectivity, and previous reports have shown that much higher CO2 partial pressures
and concentrations are needed to achieve FECO saturation10,48,50.
Nonetheless, a striking difference was observed for the bilayer
Au/PE membrane. The overall geometric current density of the
bilayer Au/PE membrane was continually enhanced with increasing CO2 flow rates from 1 to 20 standard cubic centimetres per
minute (sccm), and saturated at higher flow rates of 30 and 50 sccm
(Fig. 3a,b). However, the corresponding FECO value quickly
increased with the CO2 flow rate from 1 to 5 sccm, reached a plateau
of >85% at 5 sccm and remained high at larger flow rates (Fig. 3c),
significantly differing from previous reports48. This unique characteristic of FECO saturation at low CO2 flow rates is attributed to the
nanoporous surface feature of the Au/PE membrane, which allows
for extremely efficient gas permeability and exchange, similar to
an alveolus for gas exchange. For the flat Au/C structure, the overall geometric current density did not change much above 5 sccm,
indicating less activity for the flat Au/C structure (Supplementary
Fig. 14). Moreover, the electrochemical stability of the bilayer Au/
PE membrane was evaluated at a constant −0.6 V in CO2-saturated
Nature Catalysis | www.nature.com/natcatal

0.5 M KHCO3 (Fig. 3d). Except for a quick drop of current density
in the first several minutes, the current density was well maintained
for over 35 h. The FECO value was also well maintained during the
whole process with only a slight decay from 92 to 80%. In addition,
no flooding was observed in the Au/PE membrane after 35 h of
continuous electrochemical testing, indicating the excellent stability of this system.
The observation that our bilayer Au/PE architecture outperforms
the flat nanoPE and the carbon-based GDL architecture in a closeto-neutral solution (for example, CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3) can
be explained by the increased alkalinity between different layers of a
bilayer Au/PE (Fig. 1e). Previous theoretical calculations indicated
that both CO2RR and HER processes lead to an increase of alkalinity near the electrode/catalyst surface51,52, and the local pH can be up
to 6 units higher than the bulk pH51 (see also Supplementary Note 2
for a demonstration of solution alkaline increases). The increased
surface pH, in turn, restricts the availability of protons on the surface and significantly inhibits the HER activity, thereby increasing
the number of active sites available for the CO2RR23,53–55. In addition,
a high pH is also beneficial for the activation of CO2 in solution28.
However, under conventional conditions, such as in H-type electrochemical cells, this proton depletion condition, which improves the
CO2RR selectivity over HER, is difficult to maintain due to strong
turbulence-induced stirring effects for CO2 transport to and from
the catalyst surface17,51. Though increasing the alkalinity of the bulk
solution (such as by using 3 M KOH) can also provide a high current
density23, this KOH bulk solution can substantially react with CO2,
reducing the available CO2 concentration and decreasing the solution pH gradually31,56,57. Hence, the GDL-based flow reactor requires
constantly flowing KOH electrolytes to compensate for the reaction
loss (Supplementary Fig. 1a)23,31–34, which inevitably consumes a
large amount of CO2 reactant and alkaline electrolyte; thus, it is economically unfavourable in the future scale-up stage28.
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In addition to the abundant and catalytically stable active sites at
the three-phase interface, a higher pH value can also be well controlled in the interlayer of our bilayer Au/PE structure (Fig. 1e).
We measured the change of the local pH in the interlayer and plotted the pH over time (Supplementary Fig. 15a), which shows that
the pH increased within the first 50 min and reached a plateau of

~9.6, suggesting that the bicarbonate/carbonate/CO2(aq) eventually
reached a steady state in the interlayer. Further increase of this local
pH was inhibited by the slow but continuous charge transport of
the bulk buffer through the holes on the outer polyethylene membrane. This result was also consistent with previous theoretical calculations (Supplementary Fig. 15b) and our phenolphthalein test
Nature Catalysis | www.nature.com/natcatal
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(Supplementary Note 2). No excessive flowing of high-alkalinity
electrolyte was needed, which is distinctively different from a GDLbased electrode (Supplementary Fig. 1a). Thus, the superior CO2RR
performance on the bilayer Au/PE structure is attributed to the synergetic effect of the three-phase interface and high local pH at the
active sites.
To demonstrate the effect of each layer in the bilayer pouch-type
structure Au/PE, the total current densities and Faradaic efficiencies
of four samples (fabrication process in Supplementary Fig. 16) were
measured. Among these metal-coated pouch-like nanoPE membranes, the bilayer Au/PE achieved the best total current density
and FECO (Supplementary Fig. 17). Further increasing the catalyst
loading of the flat Au/PE structure to the same geometry catalyst
loading of the bilayer Au/PE (that is, 0.154 mg cm−2) only negligibly
improved the electrochemical performance (Supplementary Fig. 18).
These results indicate that the inner layer contributes to most of the
CO2RR catalytic reaction due to the local high pH and three-phase
interfaces. The outer layer is indispensable to the retention of local
high pH in the interlayer and contributes some CO2-to-CO partial
current density. Thus, the bilayer (that is, with inner and outer layers together) can achieve the highest activity and selectivity in a
near-neutral bulk electrolyte.
The dependence of the bilayer Au/PE membrane performance
on the nanoPE layer spacing was further studied. With a bilayer
Au/PE structure, an optimal FECO was achieved with a layer spacing of ~1 mm (Fig. 4b). The optimization of the layer spacing allows
for effective enhancement of CO2 transport and adsorption, while
at the same time reducing water diffusion between the interspacing of nanoPE membranes and the bulk electrolyte. Moreover, both
pristine polyethylene and Au/PE membranes showed large contact
angles of 109 and 83° (Fig. 4c), indicating their hydrophobic and
slightly hydrophilic surfaces. After hydrophilic treatment with
plasma, the contact angles were substantially reduced to 46 and
36°, respectively. Hydrophilic treatment of the Au/PE membrane
led to a clear increase of the HER and a corresponding decrease
of the CO2RR (Fig. 4d), indicating the loss of selective gas-versusliquid permeability.
Finally, the geometric and normalized current densities of HER
( jH 2 ) are plotted for these catalysts. Though the geometric jH 2 plot
shows that the bilayer Au/PE has a similar current density to the
flat Au/PE structure for H2 production (Fig. 4e), the normalized
jH of the bilayer Au/PE membrane is about one order of magni2
tude lower than that of the flat Au/PE, and also lower than that
of both Au/C and Au/Si (Fig. 4f). This substantially depressed jH 2
indicates that only a small proportion of its ECSA contributes to
H2 production, possibly due to the inhibition of OH– diffusion
and subsequent depletion of protons inside the bilayer structures.
Taken together, the normalized jCO and jH 2 clearly represent the
corresponding activities of a unit gold catalytic site, and as such,
the bilayer Au/PE presents the highest CO2RR activity but the lowest HER activity.
To elucidate the artificial alveolus (bilayer pouch-type) electrode
structural superiority to a conventional flat electrode structure, we
chose a facile sputtering method to directly deposit polycrystalline gold nanoparticles on different substrates that initially do not
show high activity or selectivity for CO production, as indicated
in previous work10,16,35, as well as our control samples of flat Au/
PE, Au/C and Au/Si. In contrast, the bilayer Au/PE architecture
achieved a high CO production selectivity of ~92% Faradaic efficiency and excellent geometric current densities of CO production
(~25.5 mA cm−2) at −0.6 V, with a very thin catalyst thickness of
20−80 nm. Another unique feature of our design is the capability
to switch between a conventional flat electrode structure and an
alveolus-mimicking bilayer pouch-type Au/PE architecture that
contacts with one gas phase and two electrolytes of different alkalinities, thus enabling a direct and unambiguous comparison and
Nature Catalysis | www.nature.com/natcatal

key structure−activity insights into these two structures using the
same catalyst.

Conclusion

In summary, the bilayer, hydrophobic, nanoporous Au/PE membrane represents a simple but highly effective artificial alveolus
structure for the CO2RR. The interconnected nanopores of the
hydrophobic polyethylene membrane enable efficient CO2 delivery with a high flux, but inhibit water penetration, mimicking
the alveolus membrane. A local pH increase is also achieved,
which further enhances the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2
while suppressing the reduction of H2O. Such an artificial alveolus design maximizes the efficiency of the three-phase contact
(CO2 gas, solid catalyst and liquid electrolyte), thereby featuring
excellent CO2 reduction activity performances even with much
lower catalyst loadings.

Methods

Fabrication of flat Au/PE membranes. A piece of nanoPE membrane
(Teklon, 12 µm thick; Entek International) was cut to a suitable size
(for example, 10 cm × 10 cm). A thin gold layer was then directly
deposited by d.c. magnetron sputtering (AJA International) of a gold target
(99.99%; Alfa Aesar) on the nanoPE membrane at an applied power of 150 W
and a working pressure of 10 mTorr for 2 min under an argon atmosphere
(99.9995%; Air Liquide). The thickness of the obtained gold film was ~20 nm
(corresponding to 0.0386 mg cm−2). To obtain a flat Au/PE membrane with
a mass loading of 0.154 mg cm−2, the sputter time was extended to 8 min.
The fabrication of the bilayer pouch-type Au/PE membrane is described in
Supplementary Fig. 4.
Hydrophilic treatment of the polyethylene and Au/PE membranes. The
hydrophilic Au/PE membranes were prepared by treating pristine Au/PE
membranes with oxygen plasma (Evactron Decontaminator; XEI Scientific),
with 400 mTorr of O2 at 14 W for 3 min. The contact angle measurements were
conducted in a contact angle goniometer (ramé-hart 290).
Electrochemical measurements. All the electrochemical experiments were
conducted at 25 °C in an H-type electrochemical cell separated by a selemion
anion exchange membrane. Each chamber contained 25 ml of electrolyte
(for example, CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3), which was stirred at a constant rate
of 300 r.p.m. A carbon rod was used as the counter electrode in the anode side
of the chamber. Both the working and reference electrodes were put into the
cathode side of the chamber. A 16-channel potentiostat (VMP3; Bio-Logic Science
Instruments) was used for all electrochemical experiments. All potentials were
measured against a saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE) and converted to
the RHE reference using:
E (versus RHE) = E (versus SCE) + 0.240 V+0.0591 V × pH .

(1)

CO2 reduction electrolysis and product analysis. The catholyte was pre-saturated
with CO2 by continuously purging with 50 sccm CO2. The positions of the gaseous
CO2 inlet for different polyethylene structures during the electrochemical testing
are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1b–d. The working compartment was directly
connected to an on-line gas chromatography instrument (8610C; SRI Instruments)
equipped with a molecular sieve 13×capillary column, thermal conductivity
detector and flame ionization detector to analyse the evolved gaseous products.
Argon (99.9995%; Air Liquide) was used as the carrier gas. The partial current
densities of CO and H2 production were calculated from the gas chromatograph
peak areas as:
jCO =

2Fp0
peak area
× flow rate ×
× (electrode area) −1
RT
α

(2)

jH =

2Fp0
peak area
× flow rate ×
× (electrode area) −1
RT
β

(3)

2

where α and β are conversion factors for CO and H2, respectively, based
on the calibration of the gas chromatograph with a standard sample,
p0 = 1.013 bar, T is the temperature, F is the Faradaic constant and R is
the gas constant.
Data availability. The data that support the plots within this paper and
other finding of this study are available from the corresponding author upon
reasonable request.
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